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The replacement of windows and doors in restoration requires a delicate 
balance. On one hand, it must take into consideration the aesthetic 
aspect and respect for artistic heritage whilst on the other hand, it is 
necessary to abide by safety codes and requirements. 

L’Officina combines the extremely minimal styles of old steel windows 
and doors with the most advanced performance to guarantee 
security, long service and compliance with environmental standards. 
Our restoration projects revive the elegance and motif of the old 
“fine steel profile” for verandas, winter gardens, doors and bow 
windows, while keeping with Australian standards and compliance.

RESTORATION

PRESERVING HERITAGE CHARM 
WITH MODERN COMPLIANCE

Our range of windows and doors can be manufactured from any of the 
following frame materials: galvanised steel, stainless steel, Corten steel 
and brass. If a patina finish is chosen, depending on the colour and tone 
that best suits the project, each window and door goes through a final 
patina process with organic materials to achieve the unique aged finish. 
A protective wax can be applied to deter changes of the patina.

MATERIAL FINISHES

Examples of organic material finishes



SUBSTATION CLARENCE ST
Restoration of original windows, doors and fittings

The Clarence street Electrical 
Substation facade was 
restored by Vincenzo through 
replicating and replacing 
elements of the facade, and 
by restoring finishes on original 
pieces. Our handmade brass 
pieces allow the heritage style 
of historic buildings like the 
Clarence street Substation 
to live on in our contempory 
world. The original window frames and fittings of the building were replaced 

with new frames that were carefully handmade to match the original 
specifications. This restoration project aimed to bring back the heritage 
look of the building, resulting in polished or patina finishes for the 
replacements. 

Restored

ORIGINAL FACADE RESTORED



PARRAMATTA HERITAGE FACTORY
Restoration of original windows and doors

Reviving the elegance and motif of the old “fine steel 
profile” in Parramatta’s heritage female factory.

The Parramatta Female Factory, is 
a National Heritage Listed place 
and has three original sandstone 
buildings and walls. Our restoration 
work replaced the vestibule area 
of the entrance with custom-
made, narrow frames, exterior 
steel windows and doors.



PERTH APARTMENT REDEVELOPMENT
Ground level restoration of interior and exterior windows for 
apartment redevelopment L’Officina By Vincenzo designs 

custom-made windows and doors to 
fit the original framework of heritage 
buildings, like this example of  a typical 
two storey, late nineteenth century 
commercial building on Wellington 
Street in Perth Central.



In various international settings, our technology finds application. 
We can create windows and doors into various exceptional and 
high-end designs, such as restoration projects for historical 
buildings or creating luxurious architectural designs. 

La Poste Du Louvre
Paris, France.

Digital Zentrum
Kempten, Netherlands

SHOWCASING OTHER RESTORATION 
PROFILES

Heritage Restorations with High-Performance Steel Technology

Orangerie Tuin
Oosterbeek, Netherlands

La Poste Du Louvre
Paris, France.
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